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Design and Analysis of Social Computation Mechanisms

Chien-Ju Ho, University of Californis, Los Angeles

The goal of my research is to design mechanisms which combine computer power and
human effort together to solve problems which cannot be solved by computers or hu-
mans alone. My research broadly spans and draws from the fields of machine learning,
game theory, online optimization, and human-computer interaction. I am particularly
interested in the design and analysis of social computation mechanisms, which lever-
age human effort on social platforms to solve machine-intractable problems. My work
combines theoretical analysis with empirical experiments. In particular, I developed
theoretical models and designed algorithms to address the problems of learning users’
skills to optimize system performance and designing incentives to motivate high qual-
ity contributions from users. I also conducted empirical experiments to help develop
user behavior models, which play a crucial role in theoretical analysis. My vision is
to work towards better social computation mechanisms by bridging the gap between
theory and practice in this area.

Crowdsourcing Markets
My dissertation research has focused largely on a particular social computation plat-
form, crowdsourcing markets. In crowdsourcing markets, requesters post microtasks
that online workers can complete in exchange for a small amount of payment. While
crowdsourcing markets are effective in attracting a diverse pool of workers to com-
plete tasks, the work generated is often noisy, possibly due to a mix of human error,
carelessness, and even the existence of spammers.

I have explored different approaches to improve the quality of work generated in
crowdsourcing markets. In particular, I developed theoretical models and algorithms
to smartly assign tasks to workers and aggregate workers’ noisy contribution using
techniques from online learning and optimization. I also designed pricing mechanisms
to encourage high quality work using techniques from microeconomic theory and the
bandit literature, and designed reputation systems with game theoretic approaches.
In addition to theoretic work, I also ran behavioral experiments to empirically vali-
date some of our worker models and proposed a more realistic worker model based on
empirical evidence. Below I describe my approaches.
Online task assignment and aggregating noisy information. In crowdsourcing
markets, workers have different skill levels over different tasks. It is important to de-
sign algorithms to learn workers’ skills and smartly assign tasks to suitable workers.
My work on online task assignment [Ho and Vaughan 2012; Ho et al. 2013] addresses
this challenge by combining ideas from online learning and online optimization. With
Shahin Jabbari and Jenn Wortman Vaughan, I explored the problem of assigning het-
erogeneous tasks to workers with different skills. I considered the setting in which
workers arrive online and can only complete a limited number of tasks. The goal is to
maximize the utility from completed tasks and minimize the budget we spend on hir-
ing workers. However, the skill sets of arriving workers are initially unknown and can
only be learned by observing their performance. To achieve the goal, I proposed task
assignment algorithms which learn workers’ skill levels through historical records and
assign tasks to workers based on what we learned. I proved that our algorithms can
achieve near-optimal performance compared to the oracle algorithm which has access
to the unknown worker skills and worker arriving sequences. Experiment results also
demonstrated our algorithms outperformed greedy algorithms consistently.
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Designing incentives - reputation systems. Workers care about their own utilities.
To incentivize high-quality work, we need to design appropriate incentive mechanisms.
With Yu Zhang, Mihaela van der Schaar, and Jenn Wortman Vaughan [Ho et al. 2012],
I studied the design of reputation systems. In particular, I focused on reputation design
in two-sided crowdsourcing markets, in which we attach reputation values both to
requesters who publish tasks and to workers who accept tasks. I proposed a framework
for designing optimal reputation systems, which not only encourages workers to exert
high effort but also maximizes the revenue of the platform designer.
Designing incentives - monetary payments. In addition to reputation systems, I
also explored the use of financial incentives to encourage high-quality contributions. In
work on adaptive contract design with Alex Slivkins and Jenn Wortman Vaughan [Ho
et al. 2014], I explored the problem of learning to set optimal crowdsourcing contracts,
i.e., performance-based payments, in which workers’ payments depend on their perfor-
mance. The goal is to learn the contract which optimizes the requester’s utility over
time. We assume workers are aiming to maximize their own utility and are putting in
effort based on the contract we post. To solve this problem, I extended the standard
principal-agent model from economic theory to a multi-round online model. I designed
a novel bandit algorithm which only observes limited information from users but can
perform almost as well as an oracle algorithm which has access to full information.
Modeling worker behavior with empirical evidence. In my theory work on adap-
tive contract design, we assumed workers are rational and aim to maximize their ex-
pected payments minus their expected costs. However, this assumption might not al-
ways be true, as suggested by several empirical studies. Therefore, it is important
to develop more realistic worker models with the support of empirical evidence and
understand how robust our algorithms are with different worker models. With Alex
Slivkins, Sid Suri, and Jenn Wortman Vaughan [Ho et al. 2015], I empirically studied
how online workers react to different performance-based payments. I conducted a com-
prehensive set of experiments on Amazon Mechanical Turk and collected results from
more than 2,000 workers. With the empirical evidence, I developed a worker behavior
model which incorporates the concept of workers’ priors into the standard economic
model. Workers’ priors describe their subjective beliefs on the probability of getting
different payments given their performance. For example, workers might worry about
getting their work rejected if they do not generate work of a certain quality. I showed
that this model explains all of our experiment results and the results of previous stud-
ies. Furthermore, I bridged the gap between our theory work on adaptive contract de-
sign and this empirical worker behavior model. I showed that our theory still applies
with this updated worker model and is robust to a variety of worker models.

Other Social Computation Mechanisms
In addition to crowdsourcing markets, I studied other social computation mechanisms.
Social verification - an alternative incentive mechanism. In work on social ver-
ification with Kuan-Ta Chen [Ho and Chen 2009], I explored the problem of motivat-
ing users to contribute high-quality work by comparing their contribution with other
users’ and rewarding them accordingly. I examined several popular human compu-
tation games and studied two general classes of verification methods, i.e., symmetric
verifications and sequential verifications, based on how their contribution is verified.
By analyzing users’ equilibrium behavior using game-theoretic techniques, I explained
why users behave differently in two classes of systems and provided design guidelines
for when to adopt which social verification method.
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Active data buying for learning. Imagine the scenario of training a classifier to
identify diseases. We need to obtain medical records from patients. However, patients
might not want to reveal their information for various reasons, and we need to com-
pensate them accordingly. With Jacob Abernethy, Yiling Chen, and Bo Waggoner [Aber-
nethy et al. 2015], I explored the problem of active buying, i.e., purchasing data from
strategic users for solving machine learning tasks. Users are only willing to share their
data if we offer prices higher than their costs, which are unknown to us in advance. I
proposed algorithms which identify the importance of each label and decide the pay-
ment to offer to each user. I proved that our algorithms are incentive-compatible, i.e.
workers are willing to truthfully report their costs. Furthermore, I showed that our
algorithms spend much less while achieving accuracies of the same order when com-
paring to purchasing all labels.
Designing applications with human computation games. I also designed sev-
eral applications to solve real-world problems. In particular, I designed several human
computation games to solve problems of photo annotation [Ho et al. 2007], image tag-
ging [Ho et al. 2009], and questionnaire collection [Ho et al. 2011]. Online users play
these games for fun and contribute useful information at the same time. To my knowl-
edge, we were the first to integrate game theoretical analysis into the human compu-
tation game design [Ho et al. 2007], and also one of the first to integrate competitive
elements into human computation games [Ho et al. 2009].

Future Directions
Below I outline a selection of research directions I am interested in pursuing.
Learning with strategic agents. The growth of Web has raised many interesting
machine learning challenges. For example, Facebook might want to learn users’ prefer-
ences to provide targeted advertising. LinkedIn might want to learn the best matching
between employers and employees to facilitate the job-seeking process. However, these
problems all involve learning from data generated or possessed by strategic users. To
enable learning, we need to apply different mechanisms and observe agents’ behavioral
changes. However, changing mechanisms also changes agents’ incentives, and agents
will take different actions. It is necessary to consider users’ incentives while learning
from their behavior. I am interested in tackling this problem by incorporating solution
concepts from game theory into learning problems.
Understanding human behavior. Most of the work on the design of social compu-
tation mechanisms assumes simple user models. For example, users’ skills are repre-
sented by a probability distribution, and users aim to maximize their expected pay-
ments minus costs. However, these assumptions fail in many scenarios. Users might
improve their skills over time and might have different objectives. In this line of re-
search, I plan to run extensive experiments on social computation platforms to develop
and validate models using empirical observations. The goal is to improve the design of
social computation mechanisms with the more realistic user behavior models.
Crowdsourcing complex tasks to groups of workers. Most work in crowdsourc-
ing assumes we only interact with one worker at a time. However, real-world tasks
are often complex and cannot be completed by individual workers. There are several
interesting research directions in coordinating human effort for complex tasks. For ex-
ample, can we design incentive mechanisms to encourage workers to collaborate with
each other while rewarding them fairly? Can we automatically decompose a complex
task into small microtasks? Can we design efficient workflows to solve the decomposed
microtasks and aggregate the results? I am interested in tackling these problems using
techniques from Artificial Intelligence, Economics, and Social Sciences.
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